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Table 3. Results of soil tests on cotton foliar fertilization
tests at Marana and Phoenix, Arizona on June 30, 1982.

ItQm Marana phoenix

pH 7.8 7.75

N, ppm 12.44 19.83

P, PPm 0.62 0.62
Soluble ppm 616 7493Salts,

ECe X 10 0.88 1.07
ESP 3.04 2.73

RAINFALL PROBABILITIES ENTER INTO PLANNING HARVEST

C. R. Farr

Fall rainfall was very unfavorable in 1982 causing extensive damage to the cotton crop through losses in
grades and losses to the ground. Most of the acreage was harvested after the first rain November 8 in
the second year of depressed prices. It is suggested that rainfall probabilities be considered more
seriously in poor economic years when risks should be minimized.

The probability of rainfall in Central Arizona generally increases from mid -October through cotton har-
vest according to a western regional research study while average daily temperatures decline to slow dry-
ing after rain. October - December rainfall at Buckeye, Arizona, for example, has exceeded 2.98 inches
four times in the past 15 seasons and the total was over 5.5 inches in two of three years. In two other
years the total rainfall registered over 1.95 inches to cause loss in grades as well as reduced picking
efficiency and higher costs (Table 1).

Harvest in October usually provides better grades, better picking efficiency and more hours each day for
favorable labor performance. Therefore season -long cultural practices which aid crop maturity and de-
foliation can speed harvest in the better rainfall- temperature period.

In 1982 the majority of growers experienced serious grade losses and abnormal ground cotton where re-
trieval often ranged from two to three times normal ground cotton. There were, however, a number of
growers who harvested 50 to 80 percent of first picking before the rains. For example, a Queen Creek
grower picked the first half of his acreage in 11 days after defoliation on September 29 and October 10
while the second half required 23 days after rainfall began. His grades for the first 727 acres were
similar to a sample field with discounts of 475 points while a field picked November 23 averaged dis-
counts of 932, or a difference of 457 points (Table 2).

A Chandler grower is another example with cotton harvested from October 21 to November 8 having average
discounts of 206 points whereas cotton picked from November 9 to January 5 averaged 689 points off, or a
difference of 483 points (Table 3). Similarly, a Peoria grower had average discounts of 341 before No-
vember 9 and 897 points off for late December hargest.

Further evidence was summarized at a Buckeye gin where cotton harvested before rains averaged 583 points
off while cotton picked through January 6 averaged 1297 points off. Sample losses of 457, 556, 689 and
714 points in discounts indicate potential losses of $40. to $60. per acre where 1000 pounds of cotton
per acre has been harvested by spindle harvesters in many fields after 1982 rains started.

Oct.- Nov. -Dec

TABLE 1

. RAINFALL AT BUCKEYE, ARIZONA

1968-1.10 1971- .78 1974 -3.10 1977 -1.95 1980- .00
1969-2.10 1972 -5.73 1975 -1.29 1978 -2.98 1981- .00

1970- T 1973- .85 1976- .53 1979- .11 1982 -5.69

TABLE 2
1982 GROWER RECORD OF HARVEST

FIRST PICK EXPIRED AVERAGE
NUMBER OF ACRES DEFOLIATION DATES HARVEST PERIOD TIME -DAYS GRADE DISCOUNT

727.6 Sept 29, Oct 10 Oct 18 -Oct 28 11 -475 pts

735.8 Oct 9, Oct 19 Oct 29 -Dec 23 23 -932 pts
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TABLE 3
1982

SAMPLE HARVEST DISCOUNTS

GROWER BALES
HARVEST
PERIOD

AVERAGE GRADE
DISCOUNT

Grower A, Chandler 581 10/21 -11/8 -206 pts
645 11/9 -1/5 -895

Grower B, Peoria 68 11/5 -11/6 -341

85 1/28 -897
Gin, Buckeye 1523 10/22 -11/18 -583

6020 11/19 -1/6 -1297

USE OF SINGLE -HARVESTING TO SAVE TIME, ENERGY AND MACHINERY

C. R. Farr

Comparisons between the traditional double- harvesting and single- harvesting have been carried out
for four years to determine the feasibility of combining the two methods of spindle -picking cotton.
In three of four years there was no significant difference in ultimate yield and little difference in
quality. A combination of the two methods presents an opportunity to save time, energy and some of
the excessive machine wear encountered in second -picking.

A ten -year study at the Cotton Research Center at Phoenix reveals that 95 to 100 percent of the
cotton is open by November 1 when hand -picked. Proper cultural management is then required so defoli-
ants work effectively for machine harvest and a dessicant can be added to open late balls for single -
picking in November. Picker /acreage ratios and seasonal effects cause variations but 60 to 70 per-
cent of the crop may be traditionally picked before November 10 to November 20 and the balance o°
the acreage is single- harvested after dessication. This may save $35.00 per acre machine cost with-
out allowance for excessive wear.

In 1982 comparisons late November single- harvest lost 81 pounds of lint with DPL -90 and gained
55 pounds with DPL -120 compared to double- harvest. Very unfavorable fall rains occured November 8,
9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 30 and December 1, 8, 9, 10 to reduce double - harvest of DPL -120 but first -pick of
DPL -90 caught 94 percent of spindle- picking before November rains began to reverse the results.

MOORE FARMS -WADDELL

Harvest Method Date Percent
Turnout

Lbs Lint
Per Acre

Percent
Of Total
Harvest

Total Lint
Per Acre

DOUBLE HARVEST
Variety DPL -90

1st Pick Nov 3 33.41% 1518 94.0
2nd Pick Jan 5 30.10% 96 6.0 1614

SINGLE HARVEST

Single Pick Nov 29 32.61% 1533 100.0 1533

Variety DPL -120
SINGLE HARVEST

Single Pick Nov 30 34.50% 1362 100.0 1362

DOUBLE HARVEST

Oct 26 33.45% 1136 86.91st Pick
2nd Pick Jan 5 29.97% 171 13.1 1307
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